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Theme: “New World Coming—Religion, Imagination & Possibility”
This hybrid conference explores how religious practitioners as well as religion scholars mobilize the
imagination to create new worlds of human agency and understanding. Our imaginations are uniquely
capable of generating the critical distance required to shape alternative visions of the future, whether
utopian or dystopian. Prophets, millenarians, scriptural and ritual innovations, and movements on
behalf of human and civil rights have all testified to the world-making power of religious imagination.
Through imagination, we articulate new perspectives that give power and direction to existence. For
scholars of religion, the question of how imagination informs the creation of texts and ritual practices
is paramount. At the same time, imagination also stimulates academic inventiveness. How, then, are
the imaginative process and imaginative production different and similar for prophets and professors?
What are the conditions that make imagination and its representation possible and how do religious
and academic thinkers conceptualize creativity and engage in their respective imaginative tasks? Why
do some imagine new worlds that sustain the status quo and others, radical reform?
The Latin root of the word, “imagination,” offers clues. Imago means both image and echo, shadow
and ancestor, metaphor and portrait. It evokes what we typically mean by art and poetry as well as
religion. The word implies that the act of representation is itself creative, enduring death like an
ancestor, recalling the past like an echo, or depicting emerging realities like a portrait—all in ways that
can both trouble and console. The imagination, instead of just reflecting or obscuring reality,
generates it. It is therefore a crucial public resource, capable of moving societies toward repression or
renewal, especially during and after moments of crisis, such as the one in which we find ourselves—of
global pandemic, rising authoritarianism, threats to climate and ecology, and violence against people
of color, women, and sexual minorities. How can human societies imagine better futures for all?
We invite participants to focus on how sacred and scholarly imaginations inform, reshape, and
redirect worlds of human experience—in both past and present, writing and performance. We
encourage investigations of classic topics and approaches through both textual and ethnographic
analyses; interrogations of theory and method, including studies of academic figures, genres, and
currents; and inquiries into a range of other topics, including contemporary issues, such as prison
abolition, intersectionality, public health, and social justice. Please imagine others!
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